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OVERVIEW

• We have assigned an 'A-/Stable' long-term rating and a 'A-2' short-term
rating to Realkredit Danmark's existing issuances of "section 33e" bonds
(junior covered bonds) out of its Capital Centres S and T.

• We have assigned these ratings based on our principles of credit ratings.
The current approach does not envision any additional rating uplift from
that of the senior unsecured debt rating on the issuer's parent bank as a
result of the characteristics of these bonds.

• Section 33e bonds have a junior ranking claim on the cover pool assets
from the capital center under which they are issued. The proceeds from
the issuance of section 33e bonds must be placed in particularly secure
assets, which are to be placed in separate accounts dedicated to the
specific capital center.

• If the issuer defaults, payments on the section 33e bonds from Realkredit
Danmark's Capital Centres S and T are deferred until all respective
senior covered bonds have redeemed, unless the bankruptcy administrator
is confident that the senior covered bonds can be repaid. The bonds are
dual-recourse instruments as they are secured by the residual or
remaining assets within the individual capital center, and will rank pari
passu with the senior unsecured creditors' claims.

LONDON (Standard & Poor's) June 19, 2012--Standard & Poor's Ratings Services
today assigned a 'A-' long-term credit rating and a 'A-2' short-term rating to
Realkredit Danmark A/S's issuances of Danish section 33e bonds (DKSE33e;
Danish legislation-enabled junior ranking mortgage bonds) out of its Capital
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Centres S and T. We have assigned a stable outlook to the long-term rating
(see list below).

Standard & Poor's ratings address timely payment of interest and ultimate
payment of principal on or before legal final maturity of the bonds. We have
assigned these ratings based on our principles of credit ratings (see "
Principles Of Credit Ratings," published on Feb. 16, 2011).

We understand that Realkredit Danmark has issued section 33e bonds to raise
funds for posting additional collateral in its capital centers issuing
"saerligt daekkede realkreidtobligationer" (SDRO; Danish senior covered
bonds). Realkredit Danmark's Capital Centres S and T are existing capital
centers which have separate program documentation and are specifically set up
to allow the issuer to issue SDRO bonds. The section 33e bonds are also issued
under separate documentation for Capital center S and Capital center T,
respectively.

The 2007 amendment to the Danish covered bond legislation introduced the
requirement to regularly revalue the collateral securing the mortgage loans in
order to make certain Danish covered bonds compliant with the Capital
Requirements Directive. With the amendment, the regulators introduced section
33e bonds to allow mortgage credit institutions issuing SDROs or "saerligt
daekkede realkreditobligationer" (SDRO; Danish mortgage covered bonds) to
raise capital in order to maintain sufficient overcollateralization in the
event that the loan-to-value ratio of the mortgage assets were to increase
above regulatory limits.

The Danish covered bond legislation refers to section 33e loans as bonds that
are issued with the purpose of funding additional overcollateralization. Some
mortgage banks refer to section 33e loans as "junior covered bonds" while
other market participants may refer to them as "issuance of senior debt in
pursuance of section 33e of the Act on Mortgage loans and Mortgage Bonds etc".

We note that section 33e bonds rank junior to the traditional (senior) covered
bonds in the capital center that they are issued from, but rank senior to the
issuer's senior unsecured debt for funds from the associated capital center.
We are aware that any surplus of the cover pool after making payments to
covered bonds and section 33e bonds will be transferred to the bankruptcy
estate. Not until then will the senior unsecured creditors have access to
assets from the cover pool.

We consider that if the issuer defaults, principal and interest payments are
deferred until the redemption of all the covered bonds outstanding. Residual
claims of section 33e bond investors not fulfilled in the capital center rank
pari passu with senior unsecured creditors' claims against all other assets
not pledged to the mortgage bank's other cover pools. The bonds are
dual-recourse instruments as they are secured by the residual or remaining
assets within the individual capital center.

We understand that no acceleration occurs on the covered bonds, derivatives,
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or section 33e bonds if the mortgage credit institution is declared bankrupt.
However, an administrator may pay back section 33e bondholders if the
administrator is confident that funds are sufficient to repay all remaining
issued covered bonds and derivative counterparties registered in the specific
capital centers.

RATING RATIONALE

As we do not believe that the issuer can commit to or manage levels of
overcollateralization to support section 33e bonds that are similar to what we
typically see for standard covered bonds, we do not consider the benefit of
any recourse to the cover pool in our rating analysis. This is due to the
specific payment mechanics of the Danish section 33e bonds and their purpose
to raise funds to provide additional overcollateralization for the senior
covered bonds.

We also consider that, upon an issuer default, interest payments on the bonds
would be deferred until such time as the senior covered bondholders can be
guaranteed payment in full. Hence, in our opinion, section 33e noteholders are
unlikely to receive timely payment interest. As our ratings address timely
payment of interest and ultimate payment of principal, we believe it is very
likely that our ratings on the section 33e bonds issued out of Realkredit
Danmark's Capital Centres S and T would be lowered if the issuer defaults.

Based on these considerations, we will generally align our rating on the
Danish section 33e covered bond issuances to the senior unsecured debt rating
on the issuer (normally a parent entity to the cover pool). Realkredit Danmark
is currently not a rated entity and consequently, we will align our ratings on
the section 33e bonds to the senior unsecured debt rating on the issuer's
parent Danske Bank A/S (A-/Stable/A-2).

Because the notes rank pari passu with the senior unsecured claims on the
issuer in case the cover pool is not sufficient to repay the section 33e
bonds, and because we give no benefit to the cover pool in our analysis of the
section 33e bonds, we consider our rating on the section 33e bonds should not
be substantially different to that on Danske Bank's senior unsecured debt. As
a result, we would generally expect our ratings on the section 33e bonds to
reflect any changes in our ratings on Danske Bank's senior unsecured debt.

Consequently, our 'A-' long-term and 'A-2' short-term ratings on the section
33e bonds are the same as our ratings on the issuer's parent bank's senior
unsecured debt. As a result, the outlook assigned to the long-term rating on
the section 33e bonds reflects the stable outlook assigned to the issuer
credit rating on Danske Bank.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Should an issuer choose to not refinance the section 33e bonds, this may lead
to a decrease in the overcollateralization available to a capital center.
Changes in available overcollateralization may lead to changes in the ratings
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on covered bonds issued out of Realkredit Danmark's Capital Centres S and T.

The issuance of Danish section 33e bonds is only one of the methods Danish
covered bond issuers are utilizing to meet the legal requirements of
additional posting of collateral when house prices decline.

If the issuer becomes insolvent, all assets in the cover pool secure the
preferential claim of the outstanding covered bonds.

The Danish covered bond legislation requires that the proceeds from issuance
of section 33e bonds are invested and are a defined group of high quality
assets. Furthermore, the legislation states that any assets which are funded
by the issuance of section 33e bonds must remain in the capital center from
where the section 33e bonds were issued. This means that the part of the
overcollateralization in a given capital center which the rating on the
(senior) covered bonds relies on is in effect, committed to the capital center
and the management cannot remove it at their discretion as long as the
corresponding section 33e bonds are outstanding.

Our current ratings on SDRO issuances from Capital Centres S and T are
'AAA/Stable/A-1+'. As of March 31, 2012, Capital Centres S and T had available
overcollateralization levels of 10.45% and 6.35%, respectively.

As of May 31, 2012, Realkredit Danmark had issued DKK17.2 billion worth of
section 33e bonds with DKK4 billion issued from Capital Centre S and DKK13.2
billion issued from Capital Centre T. We expect issuance to continue as long
as house prices continue to fall in Denmark.
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July 10, 2003

RATINGS LIST

Program/ Rating
Country: Covered bond type

RATINGS AND OUTLOOK ASSIGNED

Realkredit Danmark A/S – Capital Centres S and T
Long-term: A-/Stable
Short-term: A-2
Denmark: "Danish Section 33e Bonds" (Legislation-Enabled Junior Ranking
Mortgage Bonds)

Additional Contact:
Covered Bonds Surveillance; CoveredBondSurveillance@standardandpoors.com
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S&P may receive compensation for its ratings and certain analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities or from obligors. S&P reserves the right to disseminate
its opinions and analyses. S&P's public ratings and analyses are made available on its Web sites, www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com
and www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription) and www.spcapitaliq.com (subscription) and may be distributed through other means, including via S&P publications and third-
party redistributors. Additional information about our ratings fees is available at www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.

S&P keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result,
certain business units of S&P may have information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established policies and procedures to maintain the
confidentiality of certain nonpublic information received in connection with each analytical process.

To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued in another jurisdiction for certain regulatory purposes, S&P
reserves the right to assign, withdraw, or suspend such acknowledgement at any time and in its sole discretion. S&P Parties disclaim any duty whatsoever arising out of the
assignment, withdrawal, or suspension of an acknowledgment as well as any liability for any damage alleged to have been suffered on account thereof.

Credit-related and other analyses, including ratings, and statements in the Content are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and not statements of fact.
S&P's opinions, analyses, and rating acknowledgment decisions (described below) are not recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make any
investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P assumes no obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or format. The
Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making
investment and other business decisions. S&P does not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such. While S&P has obtained information from
sources it believes to be reliable, S&P does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.

No content (including ratings, credit-related analyses and data, valuations, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be
modified, reverse engineered, reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of
Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC or its affiliates (collectively, S&P). The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P and any third-party
providers, as well as their directors, officers, shareholders, employees or agents (collectively S&P Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or
availability of the Content. S&P Parties are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use
of the Content, or for the security or maintenance of any data input by the user. The Content is provided on an "as is" basis. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM
FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT'S FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY
SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall S&P Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive,
special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by
negligence) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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